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Cosmic Humanism
Cosmic Humanism (new age) Theology
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•
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•
•
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•
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God is the interlinking of self with the whole.
Cosmic humanism embraces neither atheism nor theism but is the perfect demonic
“non-discriminating” compromise to accommodate everyone.
The life of Christ has only significance to the extend that is shows man that he can
evolve to a state of godhood – like Jesus. It is not that Jesus was human like us but
rather that we are “gods” like Jesus.
New Agers believe that man and God are one and that all can reach a level called
“Christ-consciousness”.
By asserting that man is God, the cosmic humanist grants each individual the power
of determining reality by creating and co-creating truth and reality. When God is
removed or mystified all moral values must of necessity be abandoned. When there are
no morals to guide conduct society will fall into chaos.
To the New Ager the purpose of existence is to reown the godlikeness within all of us.
Cosmic humanists believe that humanity can become attuned to all the powers of its
godhood by achieving unity of consciousness. This sounds more like global mass
madness - with the demonic joke on the world.
Cosmics believe that the body may die but the soul is on its evolutionary path and will
reincarnate in some form until unity with the cosmos is achieved. (Lost in space!!)
The new age god is a cosmic force.
They also falsely believe that any truth is God’s truth.

Cosmic humanist philosophy
•
•

•
•
•

Because of its roots in the occult, New Agers reject naturalistic and materialistic
philosophies because such philosophies ignore the supernatural.
The cosmic humanist is almost “super spiritual” and arrives at a philosophy of nonnaturalism, there is nothing natural, everything is supernatural. The spiritual is more
real than the natural. The new age derives all their knowledge from being in contact
with ones higher self. It is claimed that when one gets in touch with the god-force
within, one can know ultimately and limitlessly.
The truth as the New Ager describes it is based on feelings and mystic experiences.
Truth is relative to each individuals experience “if it feels like truth to you, it is’.
Philosophically the cosmic humanist believes in monism –all reality is one and all is
god. Ultimate reality is the Christ consciousness.
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The panentheistic view of the New Ager states that all is god and that the individual is a
manifestation of god.
Matter is only manifestation of spirit.
Nothing is right or wrong, everything is relative and subject to the experience of the
individual.
Philosophy is useful to the cosmic humanist not as a systematic method for discovering
reality, but as a means to learn to think thoughts that lead to feelings of unity. To the
New Ager the best thoughts are not necessarily logical but the ones that make them feel
at one with god.

Cosmic Humanist Ethics
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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It’s not possible to judge another’s truth.
Each individual must seek the freedom to act in harmony with his inner truth.
Individual autonomy (the power or right of self-government) is the only ethical
absolute. When people become autonomous, their values become internal.
Man must not acknowledge outside boundaries, for such limitations on mans natural
passions and “energy” will cause him to become distorted.
The rejection of authority and boundaries results in boundless ethical relativism. The
New Age slogan of ethics can only be: I am a law unto myself!!!
Relativism implies that we can not judge one another’s actions and the term – values
clarification - was invented, that simply states that what is right for you may not be right
for me, if it feels good do it! You create your own reality according to what feels right.
By becoming aware of multiple realities the new age hopes to lose people of a dogmatic
attachment to a single point of view.
Tolerance, mediocrity, compromise and boundless ethical relativism are the jelly by
which the New Age hope to prop up and support society.
The New Agers believe that everything in the Garden of Eden was perfect until man ate
from the tree, gained knowledge of good and evil and began to judge. The focus here is
on “began to judge”. That is – don’t judge and all will be well.
We must simply assume that everyone is acting morally because they are following
inner truths – although they are all led by their selfish burning passion, fanned by
demonic fury. The only truth they follow is the lie of the serpent in the garden.
To the New Ager there is no white and black, only a blurry gray. The truth of the matter
is that man is dead to the only true and living God and at the same time very alive unto
himself. As a matter of fact the only reason why the New Agers acknowledge the
supernatural is because they believe that it will assist their selfish aims. The cosmic
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humanist is still at the core selfish and would even go to the extend of exploiting the
spirit world, to aid him in his conquest of the universe. He is thus not truly spiritual
because he is not subject to his spirit masters, but as he believes they are subject to him
to aid him in his own evolutionary path to godhood.
•

•

•
•

•

With a strong foundation of Eastern mysticism the New Ager believes that all is one and
good and evil are one. They were obviously under the influence, if not of a demonic
spirit then definitely a distilled spirit, and came up with the “Gin, Yang” theory.
These new age heretics with their “mystic minds” pervert the Bible to the extend that
they teach that Jesus and Lucifer are one and that Lucifer prepares man for Christ
consciousness.
To the New Ager nothing is ever really wrong except judging others moral believes and
actions.
Difficulties multiply like dandelions for the cosmic humanist. Confusion and chaos
reigns in the personal lives of new agers, no wonder they need to be beamed up, spaced
out or be “out on a limb” to escape the confusion of their own smorgasbord of lies.
Perversion of the mind leads to perversion of scripture.

Cosmic Humanist Biology
•
•
•
•

•

•

Evolution is a light illuminating all facts, a curve that all lines must follow.
The New Ager believes that a “godforce” acted as the ultimate cause of the universe
and then allowed evolution to direct its present state.
New Agers embrace evolution because of their belief that mankind is moving upward
towards godhood and that he is in control of this destiny.
The cosmic humanist’s believe in collective consciousness means that the ultimate end
of the individual is to evolve and expand into the universal oneness, which means that
the individual disappears as a separate person. Cosmic evolution allows not for
individual but collective development.
New Agers believe that individual evolution to higher states will serve as a catalyst for
collective evolution to “Christ consciousness” of the masses. They believe in
punctuated equilibrium in the sense that an elite “enlightened” element of humanity will
“jump” into the New Age as an evolutionary leap and drag the rest of humanity with
them. It sounds rather that they would make the leap into the frying pan and drag the
rest of humanity into the fire.
The final appearance of the Christ will not be a man in the air before whom all must
kneel. The final appearance of the Christ will be an evolutionary event where humanity
evolves to enlightment and Christ consciousness. Man is god.
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The serpent’s hiss of godhood is still echoing from history past and the forbidden fruit
on the tree of knowledge has still not lost its appetizing luster to the academic mind.

Cosmic Humanist psychology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Everyone who tunes into the higher self becomes part of transformation.
A person can hasten the work of evolution by achieving higher consciousness. Only
psychology provides the means for unlocking the secrets of the higher mindset.
New Age psychology is commonly referred to as fourth force psychology.
Ones consciousness affects both body and soul, and only a constant state of higher
consciousness can ensure mental and physical health.
Cosmic psychologists explain sickness as wrong mindset responsible for ill health.
This same failing to contact the god within also results in criminal tendencies.
According to cosmic humanists, higher consciousness can only be achieved through
meditation; meditation also enables individuals to channel spirits.
People need to evolve past their present pain and reach a state of awareness of their
own godhood. Psychology is mans effort to speed up this evolution.
Higher consciousness represents wellness, so that anything that leads to higher
consciousness will reduce physical, mental and spiritual pain. (One wonders why there
is pain and how did they fall from their state of higher consciousness).
New Agers believe they can heal everything by healing the mind because ultimately
the spiritual and what is experienced through meditation is supposedly more real than
the physical realm. As a matter of fact the physical is a universal delusion.
Redemption, according to the New Ager, is in the hands of man, guided by the cosmic
masters. We can save ourselves if we can only be god enough.

Cosmic Humanist Sociology
•
•
•
•

All of our collective creations reflect the decisions of our species to learn through fear
and doubt.
Traditional society inhibits man’s ability to achieve higher consciousness.
Moral judgments of society limit the vision of its members. (Sounds more like: the
moral boundaries of society place a constraint on unbridled passions and selfish lust.)
The moral beliefs of society indoctrinate the individual so that what is “culture”
becomes a millstone around the neck of what is nature.
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Marriage is rejected as an institution because those who get divorced feels like failures
and these feelings are not conducive to the evolution of becoming “gods”.
Sexual preference should not be seen as good or evil - such preferences are but the
functioning of the body’s dialogue to and with another.
To the New Ager, the battle for the future will be fought in the classroom.
New Agers are behind school programs like: values clarification, sex clinics, moral
relativism, biological evolution and globalism.
Institutions imply form and limits.
Meaningful change in society will occur only when enough meaningful change
occurred in individuals.
Society must refrain from inhibiting each individual’s transition to higher
consciousness.

Cosmic humanist Law
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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As extensions of god, we are ourselves the spirit of compassion, and in our right
minds we seek not to judge but to heal.
All authority resides within each individual.
Men can only decide the legality of an action by getting in touch with the God
within.
Every individual must act as his own legal authority, any manifestation of outside
authority hinders communion with the god within. Once again we see relative law
emerging to coincide with values clarification and relative moral values.
Law creates conflict between being true to ourselves and being true and obedient to
the law.
Whoever obeys a set of rules instead of the inner self sacrifices his own godhood.
Once again a man who rejects the ultimate authority of God becomes a law unto
himself. When we look outside of ourselves for validation we give our personal
power away.
New Agers who achieved higher consciousness act under the authority of the God
within.
Any action that a man chooses to take is legal as long as it is in accordance
with the god within.
Laws and regulations are seen as counter evolutionary
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